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Main Goals
# 1 Become familiar with analysis tools in DS9

# 2 Understanding how to measure fluxes and magnitudes

# 3 Spectral Energy Distributions and redshift dependencies

# 4 Estimate a redshift!
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Summary of Steps
1. Generate images with World Coordinate System (WCS) info

2. Select bright stars in your image

3. Compare fluxes in image to known fluxes and find relationship

4. Measure fluxes of your object and calculate magnitudes

5. Compare your object’s spectral energy distribution to templates
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Things I’ve used in this process:
Images

DS9

Spreadsheet software

Astrometry.net
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Quick Preface: Stay Organized!
Document your steps so you know what you did!!

Use consistent files names:

- “galaxy_B-band_other_info_too.fits”

- “starlist_B-band.csv”

Keeping these things consistent will also help the 

process go more smoothly.
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Step 1: Get things on the same 
coordinate system!

Use Astronometry.net to generate an 
image with WCS information.
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For those that want to know more 

under-the-hood see the 

astrometry.net documentation.

Primarily interested in New FITS 

image. Click to download and 

remember to rename!

E.g. - “M101_R-band_ananthan.fits”
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Now you have an RA and 
Dec that you can use!
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Step 2: Find the bright stuff!

Select bright stars in your image and 
generate region files in DS9.
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Step 2: Find the bright stuff!
Before we begin...

Using right-click + cursor scroll left or right to adjust brightness and contrast to 

maximize objects of interest 

Going to make use of DS9 regions.
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Step 2: Find the bright stuff!
i) Find 8 to 10 bright stars and place a circular region around them.

ii) Double-click on the approximate 

center of the star to create a region. 

iii) Enter an identifier in the text box.
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Step 2: Find the bright stuff!
You may need to adjust the size of the circle by dragging one of the four little squares

For our purposes, we want to get 

mostly star light and not much of the 

background.
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Step 2: Find the bright stuff!
Once this is done for a sufficient number of stars, save them as a region file (.reg).

You can also view the list of regions you have 

made.

This region file can be loaded and overlaid on 

all of your images!
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Step 3: Time to convert!

Extract flux information from your 
images (Step 2.5), calculate flux 
values from catalogs, and find the 
conversion relationship.
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Step 2.5: Get flux info!
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Step 2.5: Get flux info! Now to repeat this for all of your images!

Once you’ve opened a new image and done the log 

scaling, you’re ready to load your region file.

You can now go through the same process as before.

Note: Sometimes DS9 can be finicky if you are not explicitly in the region mode 

under edit.
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Loading catalogs using DS9Step 3-v1: Time to convert!
Go through these catalogs to 

find your required values.

Most will use NOMAD but 

only has BVR coverage.
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Loading catalogs using DS9Step 3-v1: Time to convert!
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Disclaimer: I know this part is a bit tedious...Step 3-v1: Time to convert!
Find your stars (that you previously selected) in the catalog and obtain their 

magnitudes from the table 
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Step 3-v1: Time to convert!

Filter the table to find your stars!

Filter syntax requires table column names to 

have a $ in front of them. 

For example:

This reduces the number of objects to 41. I 

can further subdivide by the declination!
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Step 3-v1: Time to convert!

Filter the table to find your stars!

Filter syntax requires table column names to 

have a $ in front of them. 

For example:

This reduces the number of objects to 41. I 

can further subdivide by the declination!
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Step 3-v1: Time to convert!

These are apparent magnitudes. Calculate 

the correspond fluxes and include those 

in your spreadsheet as well.
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Step 3-v2: Time to convert! Use online databases to find magnitudes for your stars

https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/conesearch

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-fcoo

http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/coord.html
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Step 3-v2: Time to convert! Use online databases to find magnitudes for your stars

NED search: 
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Step 3-v2: Time to convert! Use online databases to find magnitudes for your stars

NED search: 
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Step 3-v2: Time to convert! Use online databases to find magnitudes for your stars

Same search in SIMBAD
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Disclaimer: I know this part is a bit tedious...Step 3: Time to convert!

At this point, for the 8-10 stars, you 

should have: 

- fluxes in each of the images

-magnitudes and fluxes from catalog
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Step 3: Time to convert!

We’re at the point where you have much more freedom with how to 

proceed with the conversion. The simple and straightforward method will 

be presented here: a direct mapping of fluxes. There are MANY caveats to 

this method and it comes with large uncertainties.
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Step 3: Time to convert!
i) Save your spreadsheet as a .csv file.

ii) Use your software of choice to find the 

relationship between the fluxes you 

measured for your stars and the fluxes from 

the catalog. Pseudo-code for my simple 

approach is provided at the end. 

I made use of scipy.optimize.curve_fit.

(Python 2.7!)
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Step 4: Convert some more!

Use the conversion relation to find 
fluxes of your objects and estimate 
magnitudes 
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Step 4: Convert some more!
Now you have this relationship. You will 

essentially repeat the flux measurement steps for 

the stars with your galaxy!

Don’t forget to keep track of your values!
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Step 4: Convert some more!
Now you have this relationship. You will 

essentially repeat the flux measurement steps for 

the stars with your galaxy!

Once you have estimate fluxes for each of your 

bands, convert them to magnitudes.

If you don’t have a conversion relationship for a 

specific band, you can* approximate the 

conversion relationship from other bands (i.e. use 

B filter relationship for U filter flux and R filter 

relationship for I filter flux).
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Step 5: Spectral Energy Distribution 
comparisons.
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SED Template Matching
You’ll have to scale your measured fluxes a bit for them to make sense. 

Some considerations to make are:

-What is the response function of the filter used?

-What is the central wavelength of the filter?

You’ll shift your points until you get an approximate match.
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Colour-Redshift plots from Coleman, Wu, and Weedman 1980
Compare the colours of your 

objects to Figures 2-4, 14-16 to 

estimate the approximate 

redshift. 

Colours are found by taking 

the difference of your 

magnitudes (consider what 

the difference of a logarithmic 

value is!!!) 

I will provide this data once 

I’ve extracted it.

Link to paper http://articles.adsabs.harvard.edu/pdf/1980ApJS...43..393C
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One last thing...
Uncertainties! Try to propagate these to the best of your ability. 

Use the error values on the fluxes you measure when evaluating the relationship 

between your fluxes and the catalog fluxes.

Obtain uncertainties on the parameters in that relationship and use them in when 

calculating the fluxes of your objects.

Calculating the uncertainty for log in magnitude conversion: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propagation_of_uncertainty
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Pseudo-code for my approach
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